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These easy-to-read, progressive exercises by Joanne Martin develop a student's reading skills one stage at a time, with many repetitions at each stage. I Can Read Music is designed as a
first note-reading book for students of string instruments who have learned to play using an aural approach such as the Suzuki Method®, or for traditionally taught students who need extra
note reading practice. Its presentation of new ideas is clear enough that it can be used daily at home by quite young children and their parents, with the teacher checking progress every week
or two.
Includes an audio CD - with actual performances and backing tracks, explanatory diagrams and photographs. Each book contains: advice on the equipment you need; instructions for an
effective technique and a comfortable posture; explanatory section on reading music; and more.
Now, for the first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have been completely rewritten with new music and the latest in instrument technique for a new generation of musicians. A New Tune
A Day books have the same logical, gentle pace, and keen attention to detail, but with a host of innovations.
Today's software companies can't afford to be passive with their customers. As software moves to the web and becomes more consumerized, software companies can only grow if their
current customers renew and grow over time. Otherwise those customers will leave, creating a "leaky bucket" of revenue.So, what are smart, innovative companies doing before they end up
with severe churn problems? Forward-thinking companies invest in Customer Education early as a way to drive customer growth and maximize lifetime value in a scalable way. Over time, this
function has the potential to differentiate a company in the market.Consider this book a survival guide to investing in a Customer Education function, including: -How to drive a Customer
Education strategy across your customer lifecycle-Tips for creating killer content that will actually lead to customer performance-What tools to implement as part of your technology stackMeasurement strategies for improving your content and showing ROI-And more...

The Doflein Method. The Violinist's Progress. Volume I: The higher positions (4th to 10th positions) A course of violin instruction combined with musical theory and practice in
duet-playing.
(Music Sales America). Since it first appeared in the 1930s, the concise, clear content of the best-selling A Tune a Day series has revolutionized music-making in the classroom
and the home. Now, for the first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have been completely rewritten with new music and the latest in instrument technique for a new generation
of musicians. A New Tune a Day books have the same logical, gentle pace, and keen attention to detail, but with a host of innovations: the inclusion of audio with actual
performances and backing tracks will make practice even more fun and exciting, and the explanatory diagrams and photographs will help the student to achieve the perfect
technique and tone. The video shows you the basics from how to set up your instrument to playing your first notes. It takes you through the first few pages of the book ensuring
you get off to a good start. Plus, excellent advice and tips from a professional player. Each book contains: advice on audio equipment * instructions for effective technique and
comfortable posture * explanatory section on reading music * easy-to-follow lessons on clear, uncluttered pages * audio with a virtuoso performance, backing tracks and audio
examples * great music including duets and rounds * tests to check progress and comprehension * useful pull-out chart giving all first position fingerings * and video, to help you
get started on your instrument. Audio and video are accessed online using the unique code inside the book and can be streamed or downloaded. The audio files include
PLAYBACK+, a multi-functional audio player that allows you to slow down audio without changing pitch, set loop points, change keys, and pan left or right.
"A violin method book that's fun for both children and adults; includes classical and popular melodies you know and love!"--Cover.
(Music Sales America). Since it first appeared in the 1930s, the concise, clear content of the best-selling A Tune a Day series has revolutionized music-making in the classroom
and the home. Now, for the first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have been completely rewritten with new music and the latest in instrument technique for a new generation
of musicians. A New Tune a Day books have the same logical, gentle pace, and keen attention to detail, but with a host of innovations: the inclusion of an audio CD with actual
performances and backing tracks will make practice even more fun and exciting, and the explanatory diagrams and photographs will help the student to achieve the perfect
technique and tone. The DVD shows you the basics from how to set up your instrument to playing your first notes. It takes you through the first few pages of the book ensuring
you get off to a good start. Plus, excellent advice and tips from a professional player. Each book contains: advice on audio equipment * instructions for effective technique and
comfortable posture * explanatory section on reading music * easy-to-follow lessons on clear, uncluttered pages * an audio CD with a virtuoso performance, backing tracks and
audio examples * great music including duets and rounds * tests to check progress and comprehension * useful pull-out chart giving all first position fingerings * and a DVD,
authored for Zone 0, to help you get started on your instrument.
(Music Sales America). These are the original editions of the ever-popular instruction books for various instruments by C. Paul Herfurth. The books are packed full of lessons,
illustrations, fingering charts, daily practice records, test questions, and manuscript paper for homework. Perfect for use in group lessons, school classes, or for individual
lessons.
Contains explanatory diagrams and photographs that help guide you through the lessons and achieve the very best in tone, technique and posture. The accompanying audio CD
features a virtuoso performance and backing track for each pieces, as well as recorded examples to support the lessons.
Piano accompaniments for the popular Suzuki Violin School, Volume 2. Titles: * Chorus from Judas Maccabaeus (G. F. Handel), Musette (J. S. Bach) * Hunters' Chorus (C. M. v.
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Weber) * Long, Long Ago (T. H. Bayly) * Waltz (J. Brahms) * Bourrée (G. F. Handel) * The Two Grenadiers (R. Schumann) * Theme from Witches' Dance (N. Paganini) * Gavotte
from Mignon (A. Thomas) * Gavotte (J. B. Lully) * Minuet in G (L. van Beethoven) * Minuet (L. Boccherini)
Since it first appeared in the 1930s, the concise, clear content of the best-selling A Tune a Day series has revolutionized music-making in the classroom and the home. Now, for
the first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have been completely rewritten with new music and the latest in instrument technique for a new generation of musicians. A New
Tune a Day books have the same logical, gentle pace, and keen attention to detail, but with a host of innovations: the inclusion of an audio CD - with actual performances and
backing tracks - will make practice even more fun and exciting, and the explanatory diagrams and photographs will help the student to achieve the perfect technique and tone.
The DVD shows you the basics from how to set up your instrument to playing your first notes. It takes you through the first few pages of the book ensuring you get off to a good
start. Plus, excellent advice and tips from a professional player. Each book contains: advice on audio equipment * instructions for effective technique and comfortable posture *
explanatory section on reading music * easy-to-follow lessons on clear, uncluttered pages * an audio CD with a virtuoso performance, backing tracks and audio examples * great
music including duets and rounds * tests to check progress and comprehension * useful pull-out chart giving all first position fingerings * and a DVD, authored for Zone 0, to help
you get started on your instrument.
Now, for the first time, C. Paul Herfurth's original books have been completely rewritten with new music and the latest in instrument technique for a new generation of musicians.
The complete instruction tutor for the flute. Takes you through the basic techniques and allows you to progress to an advanced stage of playing.
The pieces in this book have been selected for their musical and technical value. They have been carefully transcribed and edited to create interest in technical development and
in general musicianship. They provide supplementary materials which can be used with any standard string method. By studying the text carefully, and with the teacher's help,
the young student will develop a foundation for a fine left-hand technic and bow arm. This volume includes the basic solid bowings and the slow spiccato stroke in the
fundamental rhythms.
These are the original editions of the ever-popular instruction books for various instruments by C. Paul Herfurth. The books are packed full of lessons, illustrations, fingering
charts, daily practice records, test questions, and manuscript paper for homework. Perfect for use in group lessons, school classes, or for individual lessons.
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